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Abstract
The Immune Epitope Database (IEDB) recently expanded and enhanced its non-peptidic epitope related data utilizing a collaboration with Chemical Entities of Biological Interest (ChEBI), resulting in the first resource that brings together published immunological data with the expertise of the ChEBI database. This procedure took advantage of the distinct expertise of the IEDB and ChEBI databases to improve content and enhance interoperability of both databases. This project has resulted in the comprehensive inventory and curation of immune epitope data related to non-peptidic structures and serves as a model for successful collaborative curation between established resources.

Introduction
The important discoveries that make up the scientific literature are hidden within published manuscripts and laboratory notebooks. In order to be fully utilized, this data needs to be converted into the standardized formats of databases and these formats need to be compatible. There exists a need for experts in each field of curation in order to understand the data being curated. This specialized training can be beneficial across different research specialties if the individual databases collaborate and cooperate. Currently, several collaborative standards exist, such as the Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO) Foundry [1] and Minimum Information for Biological and Biomedical Investigations (MIBBI) [2]. Here we present a novel collaborative curation method that takes advantage of the specialized curators of two very different databases; the IEDB and ChEBI. This collaboration resulted in enhancements to both datasets and provided new depth and insights to the data being curated.

The IEDB contains data related to antibody and T cell epitopes for humans, non-human primates, rodents, and other animal species [3]. To date, curation of peptidic epitope data relating to infectious diseases, allergens, and autoimmunity is complete; resulting in the manual curation of 11,641 published manuscripts. Throughout this experience, the IEDB has undergone major revision and expanded its database fields, features, and curation guidelines to ensure accurate, thorough, and consistent curation of peptidic epitope data. However, data related to non-peptidic epitopes such as carbohydrates, lipids, and chemicals were largely uncured. In order to expand the content of the IEDB to include non-peptidic epitopes we reached out to the experts studying these epitopes and began a fruitful collaboration with the ChEBI resource.

Results
Inventory of the literature describing non-peptidic immune epitopes
As a first step towards making non-peptidic epitope data available to the immunological community and scientific community in general, papers potentially containing data that could be curated and entered in the IEDB were inventoried. To this end we adapted an approach already described and validated elsewhere [4]. Briefly, the PubMed database was searched utilizing a query, purposely designed to be very broad and thus inclusive. The results of this query were then narrowed to select potentially relevant papers, by the use of an automated text classifier. This automated classifier was trained on 20,910 abstracts that were manually assigned to be curatable or not by a domain expert. The automated classifier is used to discard all references that with 95% confidence do not contain curatable information. The remaining references are manually reviewed by a domain expert to select the curatable ones. These manual assignments are used to continuously update the automated classifier, resulting in its continuous improvement [5]. As of October 1st, 2010,
a total of 27,636 potentially relevant references were identified and categorized as a function of subject matter. Of those, 2,642 related to HIV research were not scrutinized further, as HIV is currently outside of the scope of the IEDB. The remaining 24,994 references categorized as described in Davies et al [4] were separated based on whether they described peptidic or non-peptidic epitopes. As shown in Figure 1, it was found that 20% of the references identified in PubMed describe non-peptidic epitopes. While the majority (80%) of the literature describes peptidic epitopes, this large proportion of non-peptidic epitopes was notable and unexpected.

Next, we probed in more detail the nature of the non-peptidic epitopes described in these references [Figure 2]. As done previously for peptidic epitopes, the references were classified first and foremost on the basis of their association to particular diseases and biological processes, and then also on the basis of the chemical structure of the epitope itself. Approximately half (56%) of all non-peptidic epitope references relate to specific diseases, such as allergic diseases (776 references; 15%), autoimmunity (648; 13%), infectious diseases (517; 10%), transplantation (341; 7%) or cancer (542; 11%). Non-peptidic epitopes related to allergic reactions mostly include molecules involved in contact dermatitis, such as nickel or haptens used in experimental models of allergy. Non-peptidic epitopes identified in autoimmunity research are mainly lipids and glycolipids. Example structures include cardiolipin and phosphatidic acid. Infectious disease references mostly describe carbohydrate and glycolipid epitopes such as LPS and glycosylated proteins. A number of non-peptidic epitopes are discussed in references related to transplantation, including for example complex carbohydrate blood sugar antigens and galactose residues involved in xenotransplantation. Epitopes predominantly recognized in cancer research include the Tn, Thomsen-Friedenreich, and Lewis antigens, which are also implicated in autoimmunity and transplantation.

However, the largest category of non–peptidic references (44%) describe haptens and carbohydrate moieties not directly associated with a particular disease. These include model epitopes/antigens that are used to study fundamental mechanisms of immunity (TNP, DNP, ABA, NIP) and other small molecules such as natural hormones, narcotics, drugs and their metabolites, pollutants, poisons, and other assorted small molecules for which detection assays are being developed.

The relative distribution of references relating to non–peptidic epitopes in comparison to references describing peptidic epitopes also revealed some striking differences. Most notably about 46% of peptidic references are related to infectious diseases, compared to about 10% for non-peptidic. Conversely, only about 13% of the peptidic references are related to model antigens and other molecules, compared to about 44% for non-peptidic. These large differences in distribution are likely the reflection of the widespread use of well-defined small haptens to study immune responses, especially in early immunological literature, combined with the technical challenges associated with the exact definition of non-peptidic epitopes recognized in infectious diseases. In
Conclusion, a large fraction of the immunological literature describes epitopes that are non-peptidic.

**Representing non-peptidic data in the IEDB**

Having identified references within the IEDB scope and their relative subject matter, we next determined to what extent the existing database structure was amenable to the representation of non-peptidic epitopes and what changes or modifications might be necessary. By comparison, describing peptide epitopes is relatively straightforward, with the ability to describe both continuous and discontinuous epitopes using the standard single letter code for amino acid sequences. In terms of nomenclature, in the case of peptidic epitopes simple BLAST searches allow assignment of source proteins, taking advantage of existing web resources, such as Genbank.

We began by contacting approximately 50 researchers who had authored publications describing non-peptidic epitopes. Two main points emerged from their collective feedback. First, since the types of molecules studied included a wide variety of chemical entities such as polysaccharides, drugs, haptens, metals, and glycolipids, they recommended using classification systems including generic names and IUPAC. Second, search options could include generic names, InChI strings, CAS numbers, and the drawn structure. No modifications were deemed necessary to the existing database structure to represent the immune responses recognizing the epitopes, the host, immunization and assay-related fields.

Indeed, by far the most challenging aspect relating to the curation of non-peptidic epitopes is the representation of their molecular structure and identification through free text and alpha-numeric identifiers. The commonly used nomenclature is not uniform. In different references the same chemical entity can be described by its molecular formula, its simplified molecular input line entry specification (SMILES), its 3-D rendering, a common name, a commercial name or a variety of chemical nomenclatures such as IUPAC. Fortunately and coincidentally, the ChEBI initiative had already been generating a framework where IUPAC names, 3-D structures, a structural hierarchy, and a list of synonyms for non-peptidic structures can be provided for small molecules [6]. Our interest in linking and integrating the IEDB data to this type of information mirrored an interest from the ChEBI project, in linking immunological data to its database. Based on the strong potential for synergy, a formal collaboration began in June of 2009.

**Establishment of an Effective Curation Process**

The next task was to put in place a process for curation of the nonpeptidic epitope data. Figure 3 presents the work flow with initial review by the IEDB staff of a given reference to identify the immunogens, antigens, and epitopes. This information is then transferred to a dedicated ChEBI curator to generate new ChEBI entries, utilizing a shared spreadsheet format. The ChEBI curator then locates the

![Figure 3. Work flow for IEDB:ChEBI collaboration.](image-url)
structures the IEDB curator identified, and determines if it already exists on the ChEBI website. If it does, the existing entry is enhanced by including any new names or synonyms to which the manuscript referred, citation to the particular manuscript, the role(s) played by that entity in that manuscript, and updates any other information in the entry as needed. Alternatively, if the structure does not already exist on the ChEBI site, an entirely new entry is produced. The new information that has been added to ChEBI is released with each scheduled build of the ChEBI website. The ChEBI curator then supplies the IEDB curator with the correct ChEBI ID per requested structure via the shared spreadsheet. An example of a ChEBI entry curated on behalf of the IEDB is shown in Figure 4. In this figure, amoxicillin, a commonly recognized allergy epitope, is represented in the following formats: 3-D drawing, IUPAC International Chemical Identifier (InChI), SMILES, and chemical formula. Additional information present on the ChEBI website such as synonyms, brand names, and ontological relationships, as well as numerous external links is shown in Figures 5 and 6.

![Figure 4. An Immune epitope as presented on the ChEBI website.](image)

![Figure 5. Synonyms, ontology, and alternate names provided on the ChEBI website.](image)
Figure 6. External links provided on the ChEBI website.

Figure 7. Immune epitope as presented on the IEDB.
Once available, the IEDB reviews each structure and links the IEDB website with the ChEBI resource to download the required fields (generic name, IUPAC name, when available, synonyms, molecular structure (SMILES), parent classes), making the newly generated ChEBI structure selectable by IEDB curators via an internal ‘Molecule Finder’ application. Once the IEDB curation of the reference is completed, it appears on the IEDB’s external website. An example of a ChEBI structure utilized by the IEDB is shown in Figure 7. Here 2,4-dinitrophenol (DNP), a commonly studied hapten epitope, is presented with its ChEBI image, SMILES, name, and ChEBI link, together with the IEDB curated immunological data.

**Current Status of Reference curation**

As of October 15th 2010, 770 references describing non-peptidic epitopes have been curated on the IEDB throughout this process. This involved 1,220 non-peptidic structures, the replacement of over 300 previously IEDB curated non-peptidic structures with ChEBI curated structures and the assignment of ChEBI parents to all IEDB structures to allow placement in ChEBI’s ontological tree, as described in more detail below.

As seen in Table 1, the curation of allergy-related records is essentially complete, and approximately 30% of the references related to autoimmunity and infectious diseases have been curated. After completion of the references included in these two categories, transplant related references will be addressed followed by model antigen references. The curation of cancer epitope references is not currently within the scope of the IEDB. We envision that these activities will be essentially complete by the end of 2011.

**Query and Display**

The previous sections describe how a process for capturing non-peptidic epitope data was put into place and how the curation of references containing such information is in its advanced stages. In parallel, it became necessary to redesign the IEDB external site search capabilities, to allow searching for this newly available information. Previously, non-peptidic epitopes could be searched by a molecule finder which only allowed users to search for non-peptidic structures by name. This was problematic as the nomenclature of these structures is complex, variable, and full of synonyms. This issue was resolved by a newly developed non-peptidic molecule finder, where all synonyms and abbreviations are now searchable.

A further advance is the incorporation of a non-peptidic molecule tree that makes use of ChEBI’s formal ontology. The ChEBI website provides a structural ontology, grouping together similar structures, such as all carbohydrates or all lipids in a hierarchical fashion. The IEDB incorporated this information in the form of a non-peptidic tree, where all structures are organized and grouped by type. For example, all carbohydrates can be found under the grouping of ‘carbohydrate’ with additional branches such as ‘oligosaccharide’, ‘carbohydrate phosphate’, and ‘glucosamine’. For example, in the penicillin group while previously each member of the penicillin family had to be searched individually by name, such as ‘ampicillin’, in the new tree, one may select the entire group of penicillins or individual members.

In this respect the tree allows a search strategy that is analogous and complementary to searches using the NCBI taxonomy tree, already in use in the IEDB, where searches can be performed at the taxonomical level of species, genus, family, and so on as desired. Figure 8 shows this non-peptidic tree structure on the IEDB’s search interface, where the lipopolysaccharide (LPS), a commonly recognized infectious disease epitope, is presented as a child of carbohydrate, lipid, and polysaccharide. Accordingly, end users can search for data related specifically to LPS or on all carbohydrate or polysaccharide epitopes. Additionally, newly available information on each non-peptidic structure is now provided via direct links to each structure’s ChEBI webpage where more detailed information on each structure, including a variety of nomenclatures, links, and citations can be found.

**Discussion**

Herein we present an account of the inventory and curation of immunological information related to well-defined non-peptidic epitopes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time this task has been undertaken in a comprehensive and systematic manner. Accordingly, an original solution had to be developed. Finally, the result of this effort highlights a case where considerable synergy can be obtained.
by integrating different database resources, each focusing on clearly distinct yet related subject matters.

The inventory of all references related to non-peptidic epitopes revealed that close to a quarter of all references describing immune epitopes was indeed related to non-peptidic epitopes. This result was surprising and might be reflective of the fact that the relatively low visibility of these references might be related to the absence of comprehensive repositories where this information is cataloged, and most importantly, easily retrieved. In terms of the type of references, as compared to peptidic references, several observations were made. First, model antigens are predominant in the non-peptidic epitopes, reflecting much of the seminal work utilizing model haptens to define basic immune mechanisms. Second, the relatively large number of references relating to allergies, reflect the well-recognized importance of small molecules in terms of causing allergic reactions. Finally, relatively lower numbers of references were found describing non-peptidic epitopes related to infectious diseases and transplantation. This is not necessarily a reflection of the lack of importance of non peptidic epitopes in these settings, but rather is likely due to the technical challenges associated with the considerable chemical complexity of the structures recognized. Thus this might highlight an important opportunity for future research, as the exact definition of these molecules might facilitate the development of new diagnostic or therapeutic approaches.

The main challenges to curation and display of immune epitope non-peptidic data were addressed by developing a curation process that integrated the processes already in place in the IEDB with processes independently developed by the ChEBI initiative. The ChEBI database was first released in 2004 as a database and ontology for chemical entities of biological interest that is a freely available dictionary of molecular entities focused on ‘small’ chemical compounds. ChEBI is unique in its content as it was developed to fill a niche that it describes as “long neglected by the computational biology/bioinformatics community.” ChEBI contains by far the most data available on non-peptidic structures, however, prior to the IEDB-ChEBI collaboration their immunological relevance as epitopes, immunogens or antigens was not described. In this respect the processes described herein represent an important example of how two different yet related resources can be integrated, realizing significant synergies.

Since the collaboration with ChEBI begun in 2009, curation of non-peptidic references has been swift, with complete curation of these references expected by the end of 2011. As a result, the IEDB now is a comprehensive resource for non-peptidic epitope information. Data that was previously embedded in the literature and described utilizing a wide variety of disparate nomenclature is now collected in the IEDB in a standardized and easily searchable manner. In addition, these structures are also present in the ChEBI resource with additional metadata such as citations and roles the structures can play. This represents a significant accomplishment, as only few web-based, freely available resources for non-peptidic structures are available [7]. Available online resources have historically been skewed towards peptidic/protein-based research with a variety of publically available resources such as the GenBank and UniProt databases.

Following the development of an efficient curation process that allows simplified curation and query of non-peptidic structures, the IEDB plans to further enhance the database to include new features. One such enhancement could allow searching for non-peptidic structures by way of the roles that they play in chemistry, immunology, and medicine. The ChEBI database provides this information for every entry and includes such roles as pesticide, antimicrobial, acid, catalyst, analgesic, etc. This information could be added to the IEDB query interface to enhance the database content and increase flexibility of search parameters. Additionally, interoperability between the ChEBI and the IEDB will be increased by linking ChEBI structures utilized by the IEDB to its epitope information on the IEDB’s website later this year.

In conclusion, a curation process has been designed to specifically address non-peptidic epitopes. This process capitalized on the distinct knowledge and expertise of the IEDB and ChEBI databases and resulted in improved content with newly curated ChEBI structures and IEDB non-peptidic epitopes, as well as enhanced interoperability via direct links between the websites and the integration of ChEBI’s standardized nomenclature and ontology into the IEDB’s search interface. The IEDB and ChEBI initiative has resulted in a comprehensive inventory and curation of immune epitope data related to non-peptidic structures. This integration allows rigorous yet user-friendly retrieval of the data and it is envisioned that it will ultimately facilitate both basic and applied research related to fields as diverse as model antigens, infectious disease, allergies, autoimmunity and transplantation.
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